Medlaunchers Club event from the
Department of Medical Electronics Engineering

Medlaunchers Club Event
“Medical Scrabble and Innovative Devices”

The Medlaunchers Club of ML department, MVJ College of Engineering organized the
“Medical Scrabble and Innovative Devices” event on 9th of April 2018. This event aimed
at evaluating the technical knowledge of the students and encouraging their innovative
ideas. The student’s presentation skills was also evaluated. The event provided a platform
for the students to get along without the discrimination of seniors and juniors.
The event took place in the ML department in the classrooms of 4 th sem and 6th
sem in the presence of Mr. Manoranjan Kumar (Head of Department), Mrs.Chitra HK
(Event Coordinator) and the student coordinators (Ms.Pratiksha and Ms.Hita Prem) of
Medlaunchers along with the Judging panel (Mrs.Shruthi BR, Mrs. Anu Joy, Mrs.Shilpa N
and Mr.Sachin).

The event began at 1 p.m. A total of 16 team (2 members per team) took part in
the event. The event had 2 rounds which tested the student’s intelligence, knowledge and
innovative ideas.
Round 1: Medical Scrabble
The round had 30 words which had to be unscrabbled out of which 20 were medical
devices and 10 were diseases. The time given to the participants to unscramble the
words was 20 min.
At the end of first round, 6 teams were shortlisted for the 2nd round based on the
number of correct answers they had given.

Round 2: Innovative Devices
In this round 6 teams were given an organ each and they had to come up with an
innovative (diagnostic or therapeutic) device. The teams had 45 min to prepare a
presentation. This round tested their innovative and technical knowledge about the
subjects.
The presentation time given to the teams was 5+2 min. The judging panel judged the
teams based on their ideas and presentation skills.

The 1st place was secured by the team consisting of SUMIR RM (6 thsem ML) and NIKHIL
THOMAS (6thsem ML).
The 2nd place was secured by the team consisting of SARAH SUMAN (8thsem ML) and
SHWETHA (8thsem ML).
The 3rd place was secured by the team consisting of SHREYA SHETTY (4th sem ML) and
SAHANAZ PARVINA SHIKARI (4thsem ML).

The event was a good platform for the students to showcase their creativity. The students
got a better picture of various devises and also helped them improve their presentation
skills.

